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From: Gary & Kay Hoffman
To: Community Development ABRsecretary
Cc: Gary & Kay Hoffman
Subject: Comments on ABR Item: 533 E. Micheltorena St.
Date: Saturday, June 11, 2022 4:38:15 PM

You don't often get email from travelnuts@verizon.net. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

We are neighbors at 555 E. Arrellaga kitty-corner to the proposed new condo project
in the parking lot behind 533 E. Micheltorena St ("533") and bordered by No.
Salsipuedes St., the Bella Riviera condo project, and the medical offices at 536 E.
Arrellaga St. ("536").  

We have the following comments on the proposed development:

1. "Story poles" should be erected on site to give the neighbors a better concept and
feel for the size of the new development and a better visualization of impacts,
setback, and what the neighborhood can expect from this new development.  Please
ensure these are erected prior to any project approval.

2. The proposed 45 foot condo bldg may be about the same roof-line height as the
existing medical office bldg at "536" E. Arrellaga St., thus creating a tunnel effect
along No. Salsipuedes St.  The new development will also likely block the views of
city scape and ocean of the "526" medical  office.

3. Is the 45 foot height measured from ground level (or from atop of a new
underground garage)? Where is this measured from?

3. From our property located at 555 E. Arrellaga St, our current view of the city scape
is partially through the existing parking lots behind building "533".  This view will be
blocked by the proposed new development.

4. Traffic flow dumping onto No. Salsipuedes St. along with the existing traffic across
from Bella Riviera condos will be a mess with possible safety issues (blind spots with
the narrow setback of the new development) in our opinion. Tight and dense.

5. Depending on the ease of entry and use of the stacked garage parking lifts, it is
highly likely that daily use residents will use other parking spaces during the week
days in particular.  Has this been factored in?

In summary, the proposed condo development seems like it's too large of a foot-print
for the existing parking lot space, it creates a tunnel effect, traffic flow issues, and will
violate neighbors views.

Please consider these comments in your review of the proposed development.

Thank you for your efforts,

Public Comment #1



Gary and Kay Hoffman
555 E. Arrellaga St. #4
SB, CA 93103



From: Deb
To: Community Development ABRsecretary
Subject: 533 East Micheltorena project
Date: Sunday, June 12, 2022 7:06:37 PM

EXTERNAL

Hi I currently live at Bella Riviera and have a few questions about this development

1) where are you planning on positioning all the heavy equipment and machinery that will be used on this project?
I am curious since our complex only has one way in and out of our property via  Salsipuedes. If you plan on
blocking off or narrowing Salipuedes during construction this would be a major problem. Since 85% of us are
employed at cottage hospital and we are constantly on call or working odd shifts We must  be able to get in and out
of our complex at all times without any delays.
2) what will be the hours your contractors will be working? Many of us work nights and sleep during the day.

3)Will your employees be contract employees? I am simply asking because they did not use contract employees here
and we experienced theft during construction. Will you have a roster and be accountable for all of your workers?

4) what are the cities rules on building and obstructing ones current views of the city?

5) how long will this project take?

6) will we have phone or email access to the contractor if we experience any problems

7) some projects allow for food trucks to park close by to feed your staff, do you see this happening?

8) will this project have fencing or security 24/7 since we have many young children living here and I am sure they
will be curious and I would hate to see someone get hurt

Thank you
Deborah Higham
Bella Riviera resident

Sent from my iPhone

Public Comment #2



From: Deb
To: Community Development ABRsecretary
Subject: 533 Micheltorena
Date: Monday, June 13, 2022 6:43:38 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.txt

EXTERNAL

This was in todays noozhawk
When is enough enough?
We are in a drought the article mentions the prices of the units but does it mention maximum occupancy? I am tired
of walking around Santa Barbara and seeing cars parked in red zones because there’s no parking because the our
housing committee only sends out the rules of the property but nobody every follows up in a physically. Do they see
5 people living in a studio, no? I know this because all the commissioners do is send me a letter asking me to be
honest about my household count.
So we approve these complexes, depleting both our water and parking spaces
I dread the day we have a catastrophe and need to exit this city via congestion of cars parked everywhere.
Have we looked at our resources lately? I am not speaking about our 6 Starbucks on state street I am talking about
our lack of grocery stores downtown.
This city keeps saying “go green and conserve” conserve what, we all drive to Goleta or Ventura to shop. We are
approving complexes like the one at 533 East arrelaga and the one in this article
We need to look at the dilapidated buildings within the city limits and do something with them. We do not need new
developments what we need is better by staring with the trashy leftovers sitting boarded up all over this city

Deborah Higham
Bella Riviera

Public Comment #3





From: Jeffrey Rohde, DDS
To: Community Development ABRsecretary
Subject: Comments regarding PLN2019-00173 - 533 E Micheltorena
Date: Monday, June 13, 2022 8:59:13 AM

You don't often get email from jrohde@sbdds.com. Learn why this is important

EXTERNAL

I am writing in opposition to the building of condominium units at 533 E Arrellaga St.
First, as tenants of the building next door at 536 E Arrellaga St, we are daily reminded of the traffic
impact of a street as small as Salsipuedes. It is little more than an alley. The impact of additional
housing would not only crowd the area but decrease the safety of walking or crossing that street due
to lack of accessible walkways.

Second, the health of our business would be diminished by an extended period of construction.
Parking in the area is already limited without competing with construction vehicles. Further, once
the project is done, common sense dictates that the specified parking in the project will not
adequately handle the actual parking needs in the space. Our staff is already harassed on a weekly
basis by residents of Micheltorena for parking in the area for their job.

Third, when we invested in this space, we did so based on the current traffic, parking possibilities,
and views from the office. As a dental office, those views are crucial in relaxing patients who are
nervous for treatment. It also represents a serious violation of privacy to place residential balconies
immediately adjacent to our treatment rooms.

We would prefer to believe that the city is interested in the privacy and integrity of our business as
well as the financial investment we put into this space. If you want to help the housing crisis in this
city, building a few “for-profit” condos slammed into the middle of crowded neighborhood seems
like the wrong direction.

Jeffrey E. Rohde, DDS, MS
536 E Arrellaga St Suite 101
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
Phone 805.687.2400
Fax     877.307.7062

Public Comment #4




